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Tim Stokes handles the art of assembly in order to create works (collages, installations or sculptures) disturbing,                 

sometimes fierce but mostly humorous. The artist works from recycled or entirely handmade pieces to compose real                 

scenes in the first sight cheerful and childish but on closer look plunging us into a world of tension and underlying violence                      

and often refer us to collective fears: electric chair, dental chair, electrocution, impalement, confinement, end of life. 

 

Born in the 60's in Texas, Tim Stokes comes from the middle class American Texas where you learn to shoot before you                      

know how to write. Born in a composed and re-composed family flirting with religious extremism, his only escape were his                    

creations. Self taught for many years, in 2002 Tim Stokes enrolled at the University of Texas at Dallas. He graduated in                     

2007 with a degree in Fine Arts at the age of 41. Living in Europe since 2008, he spent 2 years in Paris before relocating to                          

Antwerp where he currently lives and works. 
 

Born in 1966 à Fort Worth (Texas), lives and works in Antwerp 

 

FORMATION 

2007 : BA from The University of Texas at Dallas 

SOLO SHOWS 

2016 
● You Can’t Glue That Again! - Q pop, Antwerp Belgium  
● Arenbergschouwburg, Antwerp, Belgium  

2015 

● Standing room only - under construction gallery - Paris 

● You Can't glue That- Galerie Paris Texas - Anvers 

2014 

● Those were the days - Galerie Paris Texas , Anvers  

2008 

● E - Rudolph projects/ Artscan Gallery - Houston, Texas 

GROUP SHOWS 

2016 

● The really really affordable art fair - ParisTexasantwerp, Antwerp Belgium 

● Dédoublement(s)  - under construction gallery - Paris 

● The really really affordable art Fair - Galerie Paris Texas - Anvers 
 
2014  

● Plan 1 -  under construction gallery - Paris 

2008 

● False Space and Time of The Apartment - CentralTrak - The University of Texas at Dallas - Artist Residency -                    
Dallas, Texas 

2007 

● Object, Objective, Objectivity - The University of Texas at Dallas - Visual Arts Gallery - Richardson, Texas 

● Babylony - Austin College Visual Arts Gallery - Sherman, Texas 
● Red Velvet : A Case For Domestic Tranquility - Rudolph Projects/ Artscan Gallery - Houston, Texas 
● Bldg 98 Marfa Texas - G Gallery - Houston, Texas 

2006 

● Interplay- La Universidad de Guanajuato - Gaunajuato, Mexico 

● Patternage- Pigeon Stone Projects Gallery - Dallas, Texas 
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● Driver- The Dallas Bath House Cultural Center - Dallas, Texas 
● New Works- Oh6 Art Collective- 500 X Gallery - Dallas, Texas 
● Open Show- 500 X Galery - Dallas, Texas 

 

2005 

● I KLD JFK Conspiracy Theory Show -Oh6 Art Collective - Continental Gin Gallery - Dallas, Texas 

● DIY Art Fair- Jeanette Kennedy Gallery - Dallas, Texas 
● Star Raiders- The University of Texas at Dallas Visual Arts Gallery - Richardson, Texas 
● con-Text-ual-  Oh6 Art Collective - Casket Factory - Dallas, Texas 
● Mission Control- Oh6 Art Collective- Angstrom Gallery - Dallas, Texas 

2004 

● Super 8- Oh6 Art Collective- Casket Factory - Dallas, Texas 
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Art under the test of copyright 

 

“How can an artist question the world with his art if he cannot use images from that world?”- Alain Berenboom. 

 

David Hockney, Yue Minjun, Modigliani, Vermeer, Louise Bourgeois, ...; these iconic figures of art history and                

many others rub shoulders and repeat themselves inside the collages of Tim Stokes (which are three                

dimensions), which are then displayed on the notion of influence in the field of creation. For the artist,                  

"everything in the history of art is a potential target". Tim Stokes explores the common traits and analogies                  

(pictorial and conceptual) that exist between works to bring the thread back through centuries and artists.                

Combinations of shapes, textures, colors and themes oriented on the dadaesque paces within this imaginary               

museum created by the artist, another image of each of its museums: only one chronological linkage of the                  

grouping of works within these museums. places, museum collections often highlight a variety of styles and                

biases. They are, after all, in the image of what is the history of art: a combination of works, concepts and                     

techniques that have survived the centuries. Tim Stokes is thus confused in his collages, elements of distinctive                 

eras, resulting in the abolition of barriers between different pictorial currents. But what about the appropriation                

and reinterpretation of the works by the artist? What place for copyright in contemporary creation, when it                 

poses a work of the mind strongly protected in its heart? 

 

Born in Texas in the United States, Tim Stokes is naturally referred to as fair use, which grants much easier and                     

less restrictively the possibility for a person to use (and thus reproduce) a work protected by copyright.                 

However, this faculty in French (and European) law is found to be very framed and it is not uncommon that art                     

and the freedom of creation come into conflict with the severity of the judges. As evidenced by the recent                   

decision of 15 January 2015, issued by the Antwerp Civil Court, which sentenced artist Luc Tuymans for                 

plagiarism. The judges were on the side of the photographer Katrijn van Giel on the grounds that the painting                   

of Luc Tuymans, artist famous for his cover of media images, did not meet the conditions of the exception. The                    

judges have taken over the precepts edited by the Court of Justice of the European Union which requires that                   

the work in question be parodic, that is to say with perceptible differences compared to the original work and                   

bearing brands of humor. The parodic character of the work, left to the discretion of the judges, makes it                   

difficult for contemporary artists to re-appropriate. This notion, to be apprehended uniformly on the European               

territory and which had initially intended to reconcile the copyright and the freedom of expression, becomes                

the only criterion allowing an artist to justify his art and his work (bearing the imprint of other creations), other                    

than by its concept? What defense for the artist - replitting but creative - who does not place satire at the heart                      

of his approach? Tim Stokes begins a few lines of reflection with this series of works in which the subjects,                    

borrowed from the history of classical or contemporary art, no longer exist for themselves but are the                 

components of a whole. Works of art become fertile ground for infinite interpretations. 

 

Lisa Toubas 
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Girl without the Pearl Earring - 2016 American go think- 2016 

Digital collage printed on canvas Digital collage printed on canvas  

found wood frame- 61 x 53 x 4 cm 40 x 50  cm 

 

 

 

Lions in Monet’s garden at Vetheuil - 2016 The nightmare - 2016 

Digital collage printed on canvas Digital collage printed on canvas  

40 x 50 cm 72 x 121 x 4 cm
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David - 2015 

mixing techniques - 133 x 31 x 23 cm  
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African Apollo et African Juliette R. - 2016 

african masks - recycled metal fasteners - plaster molding 

65 x 35 x 17 cm & 53 x 25 x 22 cm 

bases : 122 x 31 x 32 cm & 136 x 31 x 32 cm 
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African Venus - 2015 Venus de Montparnasse - 2016 

Mixing techniques - 55 x 21 x 20 cm            Mixing techniques - 85 x 21 x 21 cm 

 

                                         

I ching pad - 2016 Napoléon de Milo - 2016 

Mixing techniques -  29 x 9 x 9 cm Mixing techniques - 40 x 10 x 10 cm 
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Déjeuner sur l’herbe - 2016 Monet’s garden - 2016 

digital collage printed on canvas /found wood frame     digital collage printed on canvas  

92 x 108 x 10 cm 63 x 55 x 9 cm 

 

 

                              

Mona Lisa - 2016 Ruben’s selfportrait  

digital collage printed on canvas /found wood frame     digital collage printed on canvas / found wood frame 

93 x 69 x 8 cm      108 x 92 x 10 cm 
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Do you know what it means to be left alone - 2015 

Mixed media - wood,door, tile , mirror, sink, electric lights - 215 x 69 x 45 cm 
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That Was is Favorite Chair – 2014 

mixed  media - 151 x 41 x 42 cm 

 

The Day The Music Died - 2014  

mixed media  - 179 x 72 x 57cm 
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Those were the days  
 

Emotionally charged, the works presented carry us into the world of childhood and family memories, away from “clichés”                  
about those moments of life supposed to be idyllic. Tim Stokes gives us his own feelings of childhood that is not or was not                        
a period of carelessness and lightness for everyone. Through a dozen sculptures and fifteen collages, the artist focuses                  
on the false protection of the family unit and the violence of the outside world which a child may face by deploying the                       
fierce, acid and offbeat humor that characterizes his work.  

 

The Gang’s All Here – 2001-2014 

 mixed media – dimension variable 

 

Nobody Loves You Like Your Mother – 2014  

mixed media – 209 x 94 x 124 cm 
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Suicide Is Painless – 2014  

 mixed media – 150 x 100 x 50 cm 

 

 

 

Give Me Some of That Old Time Religion – 2014  

 mixed media – 157 x 75 x 50 cm 
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Family Photo 
 

Far from the clichés and images of Epinal, family album reveals the "skeletons in the closet" ... 

   

Family Photo in the Front Yard – 2014 Family Photo by the Garage – 2014 

Digital collage print - 42 x 59 cm Digital collage print - 42 x 59 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Family Photo (lake)– 2014 

Digital collage print - 59 x 42 cm 
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I’m Never Going Back To My Old School - 2010 

mixed media- found bear, wood, paint, pencil - 67cm x 40cm x 47cm 
 
 

 
You just wait ‘till your father gets home - 2010 

mixed media - 68cm x 45cm x 45cm 
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Birds of Prey 
 

The series began following the discovery of a lot of antique prints left on a sidewalk and doomed to destruction. Tim                     
Stokes has revived these "birds of prey" by mixing these representations to fragments of animal pinup 50s. Who presents                   
her finery? The pin-up and alluring underwear or birds and iridescent plumage? 

 

 

Collages on prints 

32 x 25 cm ou 41 x 26 cm 
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 "Standing Room Only" - 2009 

 

In this series, his assemblage sculptures are portraits representing different stages of life through the figure of the chair                   

and neon, emblematic of his work. But the artist is less interested in the absent individual who sits on his chair than in his                        

seat itself and its role. He questions the social status, recognition or rather the setting apart or even segregation that may                     

confer according to its form, its location and its importance. 

This suite of chairs chronologically traces the various stages of life. The series begins with a chair covered with some kind                     

of pink magma, it's all pink on the inside is not without humor and can be considered as a prenatal portrait, and ends with                        

North American Old Age Cage with its rocking chair punctuating the last moments of a life that is shutting down. 

 

Through these portraits / chairs the artist also paints a bitter statement on American society, Standing Room Only                  

grouping a set of sculptures started in 2009 when the artist moved to France. Did he try to lighten a too bulky luggage, to                        

liberate himself from a too heavy legacy?  
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       North American Old Age Cage – 2009 

      Mixed media - 197 x 79 x 123 cm 

 

Teenage wasteland - 2009  

mixed media - 140 x 45 x 80 cm 
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Do we need the art of Tim Stokes? By Martine Bouchier - 2010 

 

Art of assembly where filigree traces traces of Braque, Picasso, Schwitters, Cornell, Kienholz or Martial Raysse,                
the hybrid objects of Tim Stokes create a poetic universe carried by a taste for the precious, the finish, the                    
setting scene as well as by disruptive elements permanently diverting the pieces from the real. 

Provocative assemblies are all the more disturbing and ambiguous as they are happy. They are built from                 
recycled objects that make the transition from the ordinary to the extraordinary, changing the everyday world                
from which they come in a world "in the making" whose "mediating images" attract the viewer towards fiction.                  
This world in formation I call it Transitional zone. 

 

Transitional zone 

One of the characteristics of this zone is to be a site of production of the creative thought where techniques,                    
methods, procedures are elaborated borrowing largely to the external domains: the contemporary art, the              
public domain or the space close public. Located "out of medium", this transitional zone is a set of practices in                    
motion leaving in their wake, images, manufactured objects, sensitive expressions, floating forms,            
environments with strong iconicity and poetic power. The transitional practices that take place here echo               
Claude Lévi-Strauss' DIY techniques as described by the so-called primitive peoples: "Mythical thought has a               
treasure trove of images accumulated by the observation of the natural world: animals, plants with their                
habitats, their distinctive characters, their jobs in a specific culture. It combines these elements to build a                 
meaning, as the handyman, faced with a task, uses the materials to give them another meaning, if I may say,                    
than the one they held from their first destination. 1 ' 

I therefore propose to follow the teachings of the famous anthropologist and to subject the treasures of                 
objects (found, produced, transitional) manufactured by Tim Stokes in the light not of the myth but of the                  
fictions they contribute to create. Objects help to understand the context from which they come, to grasp the                  
intimate springs of their operation, to illuminate the purpose of certain modes of operation. 

So how to speak about the objects produced by this artist in transit to Saint Ouen, precisely himself moved                   
from one place, one continent, one environment to another and which takes Duchamp's principle of the object                 
found all reinstalling the idea that art is a virtuoso practice using decorative techniques, craftsmanship.               
Updated and reinterpreted in the form of sculptures or environments, gilded table legs, stenciled wallpaper,               
motorcycle engine, teddy bears, chairs, African masks bridge the worlds they belonged and the poetic world                
formed from the objects of Tim Stokes. In the transitional zone that has progressively settled in Nathalie                 
Wolberg's house-studio, the idea of displacement, delocalisation, de-linking and transfer, which removes the             
object, the subject or the idea, dominates. from its original substrate, from the medium that gave it its identity.                   
Dominate also the strong presence of these manufactured objects in which is renewed without interruption a                
thought of the fusion. 

(...) Whether Mr Mutt made the fountain with his own hands, or not, is irrelevant. He chose it. He took an ordinary                      
element of existence and arranged it so that the utilitarian meaning disappears under the new title and the                  
new point of view - he created a new thought for that object. " ("Open letter to the Americans", (Marcel                    
Duchamp, review "The Blind Man", vol 2, May 1917). 
The found objects, like Marcel Duchamp's "ready-made", were extracted from their original environment to be               
integrated into the specialized world of art. With Duchamp, the artist no longer needed to make an object, it                   
was enough to choose from the countless existing objects. Through the concept of ready-made, he challenged                
the notions of manufacture, skill and know-how that are generally expected of artists. But above all, he                 
introduced the idea that the transfer of an ordinary object to the museum could be a sufficient action to                   
change the status of art. The change of place provoked a revolution in art. 
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Scenes of violence 
Either a small blue chair reduced by half its width, equipped with a moped engine with a wheel of                   
minimotorcycle), placed on a mirror, a green neon powered by a red electric cable pierces the thick black                  
sitting. 
Or a "conversation" made of two small almost identical Siamese chairs well padded and covered with green                 
velvet studded, arranged face to face, each pierced with neon green or pink: nothing abnormal in this                 
seemingly harmonious scene. 
Either a vigorous rabbit bandaged twice, like a hairy war of 14, gas mask on the snout and musette slung over                     
the shoulder, a golden table leg as a support. As the table leg has been diverted from its original use, it must be                       
seen as something other than a foot ... 
Or gilded furniture, wallpaper and velvet-style chairs. 
Either the African piece, vis-à-vis two masks found, "augmented" bodies strongly sexed by the prominence of                
mouths, breasts, male. Ceremonial adornments. 
Either a cute lion with sharp fangs, a greedy red tongue, ready to leap out of a polychrome circus cage whose                     
door is open. 
Either the fluorescent tubes of the Minimal Art planted in cushions padded with small chairs reduced and                 
upholstered. 
Either the titles of objects borrowed from the repertoire of rock music. 
Or the perverse enjoyment of the screened doors, the windows with bars protectors, dressings too well made,                 
wounded too well cared for. 
 

Paradoxical effect 

The fugitive and absurd images that emerge from this compressed reality in the unrealistic spatiality of interior                 
scenes, return, through the evocation of a heavy legacy, familiar places or disturbing places, as much to the                  
stifling proximity, to the confinement, to torture (family and state) only to protect someone or something                
precious. Attractive, cute, cheerful, these works make you laugh but do not put at ease. 

The familiarity of certain basketball elements, boxer shorts, plaid trousers, neon lights, furniture - is referred to                 
that of collective fears: electric chair, dentist's chair, electrocution, impalement, confinement. Swirl around             
these objects whose image transpires the gravity of childhood, small felt creations, literally much softer, but to                 
observe in detail the notch, the careful cutting, the cuts and the seams have seen that the operation often                   
involves suture and scar. The world of the operating room or the treatment room, which was explicitly                 
represented in some American rooms using hospital equipment, is still present in Parisian rooms, no longer in                 
the form that evokes the spatiality of sanitized environments, but in the process, in the operation. The last                  
appearances on stage of martyred toys carefully cared for are explicit. The created fictional universe seems to                 
replay the individual story, the personal biography. In order not to be thought, the wound is healed. 

 

Transitional objects 

The notion of transitional object has its origin in an anecdote told by Freud in Beyond the pleasure principle: a                    
child makes appear and disappear a small ball attached to the end of a thread. Freud infers that the child                    
learns the absence of the mother. 

In Game and Reality, D.W. Winnicott takes and pushes further the definition of this concept. Associated with                 
the "game", this "space and its objects" are necessary for the construction of the little child's personality and                  
his relations with the world. Winnicott defines transitional phenomena as being an area of experience, an                
intermediate reality lying between the internal reality (of the child) and the outside world that surrounds it. The                  
"intermediate area of experience" that I call here "transitional zone" is defined as both a rest area, a playground                   
and a field of unconscious and personal experimentation. It is a territory of externalization, of experience, of                 
creation whose main characteristic is to be situated at the articulation of the imaginary and the project, like an                   
empty and neutral theater which lends itself to the construction game of indecisive and ephemeral situations                
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located at the interface of subjectivity and objectivity. 

In relation to art or architecture, Winnicott's definition of the transitional object sheds light on the initial moment                  
of artistic creation processes. These objects can be "anything": the blanket, this piece of cloth sucked by                 
Linusin the Schultz Peanuts series is undoubtedly one of the best-known examples as well as Bubble, Michael                 
Jackson's chimpanzee. Their role is to create a connection, a transition between the child and the world, at the                   
moment of separation from the mother. The "anything" that characterizes the transitional object is also one of                 
the characteristics of contemporary art. He is the pinnacle of the indeterminacy, the undifferentiation and the                
antivaleurs denounced by the academic authorities, the art critics, the juries who saw the disappearance of                
the rules of the profession as contemporary art entered the scene. 

But it's a fact! contemporary art produces everything and everything precisely to affirm again that art is not the                   
object produced, but rather this intermediate world in the making, created piece by piece, from every piece. 

 

1 La Pensée sauvage, Plon, 1962, p. 25. 
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